ESUB PACK
Pack Components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ESUB PACK
ESUB GO BAG
ESUB GO POUCH

ESUB Backpack
Go Pouch
Removable Cargo Panel
Laptop Cradle
Large Window Pouch
Small Window Pouch (2)
Large Elastic Anchor Strap

COMPONENTS & FEATURES

Laptop Pocket & CRADLE

Padded back panel laptop compartment with cradle
insert to suspend your laptop and prevent damage
from bag drops on those unruly concrete floors.

Padded Comfort

Carry in comfort with super
padded shoulder straps and back
padding wrapped in breathable
mesh for cooling airflow.
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Elastic Anchor Strap

Secure your console, keyboard or anything you don’t want sliding around.
Simply stick it to the loop-covered back panel wrap and fasten.

Mesh Pockets

See through mesh pockets to store
your gear. The mesh provides visibility
of what’s inside but tight enough to
secure your smallest items.

ESPORT UTILITY BAG

USER GUIDE

Side Pouches

Our favorite home for Hydro
Flasks, water bottles, loose
change and snacks. Load’em
up and cinch’em tight.
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Window Pouches

Great for cables, controllers and everything in
between. Plus, you don’t even have to open the
pouches to see what’s inside. Stick them on any
loop panel you desire but the removable cargo
panel is a great place to start.
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Side Pockets

Perfect for mobile phones,
valuables or anything else
you need quick access to.

GO Pouch

The new home of your everyday carry
items. You can attach your Go Pouch
to the front panel of your ESUB Pack
or your Go Bag so you never have
to transfer it’s contents when you
switch bags. It’s also a great place
to display name tapes and your
favorite Rip-n-Stick Patches.

Removable Cargo Panel
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Mesh storage pockets on one side and loop
panel on the other to secure your pouches.

ESUB GO BAG

There's A Reason
It's Called the Go Bag

Go Bag Components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

TYING YOUR ZIPPER PULLS

COMPONENTS & FEATURES

ESUB Go Bag
Go Pouch*
Large Window Pouch
Small Window Pouch
Small Elastic Anchor Strap
Removable Shoulder Sling Strap

IT’S A RITE
OF PASSAGE!

The Go Bag is designed to fit inside
the ESUB Pack. When you're on
the road, load it up with your most
important stuff so you can grab it
out of the pack and take it with you
when you’re on the go.

Shoulder Sling Strap

Sling it over your shoulder, across your
back or even across your chest for easy
access. You can also unclip and stow it
inside when you're not feelin' it.

1:

Loop pull cord evenly
through zipper slide.

* Included when Go Bag is purchased separately
or with the complete ESUB Kit.
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Window Pouches

These handy pouches are the perfect size for everything from
cables and chargers to controllers and phones. Plus, you don't
even have to open the pouches to see what's inside.

Mesh Pockets

Two see through pockets provide visibility
of what’s inside and the mesh weave is tight
enough to secure even the smallest items.
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4:

Work the knot tight,
cinching it towards the
bottom. Leave about 3/4 to
1 inch on the bottom end.

3:
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GO Pouch
2

The new home of your everyday carry items.
You can attach your Go Pouch to the front panel
of your Go Bag or your ESUB Pack so you never
have to transfer it’s contents when you switch
bags. It’s also a great place to display name
tapes and your favorite Rip-n-Stick Patches.

Wrap the ends behind
and through the loop.

USE & CARE

Elastic Anchor Strap

Secure items you don’t want sliding around.
Simply stick it to the loop-covered panel,
wrap and fasten.

2:

Cross both ends over
the top to form a loop.
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CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Remove all items from bag including pouches, patches and personal effects
2. Remove dirt and debris from outer surface with a cloth or soft bristle brush
3. Hand wash in warm to cool water using a mild detergent
4. Rinse thoroughly with cool, clean water to wash out all detergent
5. Hang to air dry indoors or in the shade away from heat sources

HIGH PERFORMANCE BAGS & PACKS
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